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- Agenda bash and RG update (5 min)
  Presenter: Chairs

- Title: peer-to-peer epi-transport protocol (15 min)
  Internet-draft: draft-bernardini-ppetp-00
  Presenter: Riccardo Bernardini

- Title: A Solution Approach for AS Relationships-aware Overlay Routing (15 min)
  Internet drafts: draft-asai-cross-domain-overlay-00
  Presenter: Hirochika Asai

- Title: What information centric networking can do for peer-to-peer (15 min)
  Internet draft: draft-dannewitppsp-secure-naming
  Presenter: Ove Strandberg (or Börje Ohlman)

- Title: RISE: Robust Internet P2P Streaming Experimentation (15 min)
  Presenter: Richard Alimi

- Open Discussion (10 min)
RG Status

- draft-irtf-p2prg-alto-survey-05
  - Completed RG and IRSG review
  - Under IESG review

- draft-irtf-p2prg-mythbusting-01
  - Ready for RG review

- draft-kamei-p2p-experiments-japan-03
  - Presented at IETF 75
  - Ready for RG review

- draft-kassinen-p2psip-group-taxonomy
  - Under review. Comments received. New version?
New Drafts

- draft-kassinen-p2psip-group-taxonomy-00
- draft-asai-cross-domain-overlay-00
- draft-dannewitz-ppsp-secure-naming-00
- draft-bernardini-ppetp-00